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- The main objective of  this research is analysing the informational content transmitted to the 

financial market for bidder firms during M&A announcements. We center our attention in large 

companies of  the Eurozone in the so called “Sixth Wave” of  mergers. 

 

-      If  information is transmitted to the financial market during the announcement, we will see:   

- abnormal stocks returns (Beaver, 1968),  

- volatility (Beaver, 1968),  

- and volumes (Kim and Verrecchia, 1991) around the announcement day as investors response to the 

information release.  

 

- We compute abnormal returns as the difference between actual and normal returns, while normal 

returns are defined as expected returns without conditioning on the occurrence of  the event.  

 

- We compute expected or normal returns by using the market model. Then we assume that normal 

return is given by a linear relationship between the stock return and the market return. 

 

- Then we estimate the absolute value of  abnormal returns to calculate the returns volatility and 

the average abnormal volume on day t.  

 

Main objective 
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 Thus, abnormal return for stock i on day t  will be expressed as:  

                                                                          

 Where: 
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Pt is the closing price 

Dt the dividend paid 

Rit is the return in stock i for period t 

   is the expected return 

Abnormal 

Return Actual 

Return 

3. Data and Methodology 
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M&A comes in waves. 

Source:  credit-suisse.com  
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- This study contributes to the existing literature on the 

relevance of  M&A transaction announcements in: 

 

- Most of  all existing literature investigates Anglo-Saxon countries, 

- We address the release of  value-relevant information during M&A 

announcements in large European companies, 

- We investigate not only returns but also trading volumes and returns 

volatility around M&A days, 

- We focus in a very recent time period, in the so called Sixth Wave of  

Mergers, 

Main objective 
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- According to previous literature, several determinants of  price reaction to M&A 
announcements, have been studied: 

- Segments in the Merger Wave 

- Deal attitude (friendly or hostile) 

- Geographical Scope (domestic or crossborder) 

- Means of  payment 

- Strategy (focus or diversification) 

- Type of  Acquisition (minority, majority or full bid) 

- Size of  transaction 

 

- We found relevant factors determining abnormal reactions of  prices such as: 

- Relative Size of  transaction versus bidder market cap 

- 1st stage in the Merger Wave 

- Full Bid Offers 



Following the Brown and Warner (1985) method, our 

hypotheses have been postulated in their null forms:  
 

 

- Hypothesis 1 (H01): For investors of  Eurostoxx 50 companies, stock returns on 

the day of  the announcement of  an M&A transaction will not differ from those on 

ordinary days.  

  

- Hypothesis 2 (H02): For investors of  Eurostoxx 50 companies, volatility stock 

returns on the day of  the announcement of  an M&A transaction will not differ from 

those on ordinary days.  

  

- Hypothesis 3 (H03): For investors of  Eurostoxx 50 companies, the number of  

shares traded on the day of  the announcement of  an M&A transaction will not differ 

from those on ordinary days.  
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Whole sample: There is no abnormal reaction in returns but positive 

 informational content detected in volatility and volumes 
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There is not a significant AAR in the whole sample on the M&A transaction announcement 
day.  

 Our first null hypothesis H01 cannot be rejected. 

  

There is a significant abnormal return volatility in the whole sample on the M&A transaction 
announcement day. 

    Our second event study null hypothesis H02 is rejected. 

 

There is a significant AAV in the whole sample on the M&A transaction announcement day. 

 Our third event study null hypothesis H03 is rejected. 

 

Conclusion: There is informational content that is 
transmitted to the market but investors do not agree 

about buying or selling the stocks. 
 

4. Results 
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First part of  the wave (2003-2007): More pronnounced  

and significant in returns 



First part of  the wave (2003-2007): More pronnounced  

and significant in returns 



Relatively larger transactions: size matters in terms of  M&A events 



Relatively smaller transactions: size matters in terms of  M&A events 13 
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“Full bid” events among the few segments that generate  

abnormal returns 



 

We have analysed the market reaction to big M&A announcements made by European 

companies during the sixth wave. To our best knowledge, this is the first study to not 

only analyse the European M&A market for big transactions during the sixth wave, 

but also the first one to use three indicators of  the market reaction.  

 

The use of  returns volatility and trading volume in additon to returns is crucial to 

understand investorsʼ reactions to the announcements. Thereby, the use of  returns 

alone, when not significant, may lead us to conclude that investors are not reacting to 

announcements when the market can be reacting to the announcements with an 

increase in volatility and the number of  shares traded. The framework is particularly 

useful when M&A information is not probably interpreted equally by all the investors, 

and therefore  we cannot observe a direct response in the returns. This is the case for 

the whole simple studied. 
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The analysis of  the sixth takeover wave has allowed us to divide the announcements 

before the global financial crisis. Our results are clear about  investorsʼ reaction to an 

M&A announcement during the first half  of  the wave:  selling their stocks with an 

important increase in the number of  shares traded.  

 

Moreover, we also concluded that ʻsize mattersʼ in terms of  M&A events. 

The Eurozone equity markets reacted more on average in the short term around 

the acquisition announcement dates, and the greater is the relative size of  the 

transaction with respect to the market capitalization of  the acquiring company.  

 

Among other studied factors, both the size and type of  acquisition (minority, majority 

or full bid) help the investors consider to take action or not, regarding their 

investment portfolio. Full bids make the investors react similarly to event 

announcements during 2003 to July 2007, this is, selling their  stocks.  
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